
IMPORTANT! KEEP THE INSTRUCTION FOR FURTHER REFERENCE 699/5346

Important-Please read the instruction fully before starting assembly

If you need help or have further question, call the Customer Helpline 03456 400 800

CUGGL BEECH PUSHCHAIR

Suitable from birth to 36 months.



Important-Please read the instruction before assembly and keep it for further reference
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Components                                                   If you need help or have further question,

                               call the Customer Helpline  03456 400 800

Please check if you have all the parts listed below before starting assembly

FRAME SEAT

CANOPY FRONT BUMPER

FRONT WHEELS REAR WHEELS

CHECK THAT YOU HAVE ALL THE PARTS FOR THIS MODEL BEFORE  ASSEMBLING 
THE PRAM.
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Name of parts
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Handle bar

Adjustment 
button

Close device

Brake lever

Storage basket

Canopy

Bumper bar

Safety belt

Footrest

Front wheel

Rear wheel



UP FORWARDS

RELEASE BUTTON 

INSERT

REMOVE

REMOVE

Remove pram from box, unfold 
the pram frame first by stepping 
on the rear tube and pulling 
upward on the lock bar, then 
lean forward until the folding 
hinge is fully engaged.
The folding mechanism will lock 
into place when the legs are 
fully  extended.

Lean the stroller backwards and 
push each front wheel assembly 
into the front wheel housing 
until they lock into place .

NOTE: Pull on the wheel
assembly to ensure that it is 
securely attached to the pram.

To remove, push release button 
on the side of the wheel hub and 
pull wheel from hub.

Lean the stroller forward and 
press the rear wheel post into 
the rear frame hub until it clicks 
into place.

NOTE: Pull on the rear wheel to 
ensure that it is securely 
attached to the stroller.

To remove, push release button 
and pull wheel from hub.

SET UP THE FRAME

FRONT WHEEL INSTALLATION

REAR WHEEL INSTALLATION
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Align the seat with the anchors 
on the side of the stroller frame 
and push them together until 
they click securely. 

Attach the front bumper by 
aligning anchors with the slots 
on the seat.
Push until it clicks into place. 

Insert the canopy clips onto the 
slot located on each side of the 
seat.

Push forward on the front edge 
of the canopy while holding the 
rear of canopy in place.

The seat can face in either 
direction, forward or backward.

Note: The bumper must be 
securely attached before using 
this product.

ATTACHING THE SEAT

INSERT

INSERT

INSERT

 FORWARD FACING   BACKWARD FACING
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RELEASE BUTTON

PRESS PRESS DOWN

PRESS UP FORWARD

PRESS DOWN

The seat can be adjusted into 
upright, half-reclined and 
reclined positions. 

Press the recline button on the 
rear of the seat and rotate the 
seat into the desired position.

Reclined position: Make sure 
both footrest and backrest are 
unlocked and extend the seat 
surround fully. 

Hands hold the foot pedal 
adjustment button, press the 
buttons on both sides of the 
footrest support to adjust up or 
down.

Adjust the foot pedal to the 
practical state.

 

To adjust the handle, press the 
release buttons to move it up or 
down into a comfortable 
position for the user.

Note: Make sure the handle 
clicks into place before using.

BACKREST ADJUSTMENT

FOOTREST ADJUSTMENT

 MUlTI-POSITION HANDLE
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WARNING! Always use the harness and ensure 
it is correctly fitted securely while child is in the seat.      

ENGAGE RELEASE 

FIX RELEASE 

Slide the shoulder strap buckle 

① into the housing of the waist 
strap buckle ②. 

Repeat for the other side. Insert 
the completed buckle ③ into 
the buckle housing ④ until it 
engages securely in place. 
Repeat for the opposite side. 

To release buckle, press centre 
button on buckle housing ④. 
 

To engage brakes, apply 
downward pressure to the brake 
lever located on the rear axle. 
The pram might have to be 
required to be rolled back and 
forth to fully engage the brake.
 
Check that the pram will not 
move once the brakes are 
properly applied. 

To release, gently lift up on the 
brake lever.

The front wheels are equipped 
with a swivel locking device. 
Push the button on each wheel 
down to fix the locks and push 
upward to disengage the locks.

 FRONT WHEEL LOCK

BRAKE OPERATION

TO USE SAFETY HARNESS

7

8
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Push backwards on the front 
edge of canopy.

Then pull the stroller backward 
several inches to adjust the 
front wheels to the front.

Fold the stroller by pulling both 
release triggers and press 
handle toward the floor. 

Make sure the front wheels lie 
flat, then secure the stroller in 
the folded position by locking 
the fold strap, located on the 
right side of the stroller through 
the rear frame.

Note: The stroller can not be 
folded in parent facing position.

The shoulder straps of the 5-point harness have 2 attachment positions. Select the position that 

places the shoulder strap level with, or below the op of the child’s shoulder.                                    

To adjust harness height unhook the shoulder strap from the crotch buckle.                 

Feed the shoulder strap through the harness spread slots. You can access these slots from 

the rear of the seat underneath the fabric. Feed shoulder strap through the appropriate slot 

a  n d reattach the shoulder strap to the crotch buckle.         

 TO FOLD PRAM
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If you need help or have further question, call the Customer Helpline  03456 400 800


